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About This Game
JQ: cosmos - this is a quiz game about space.
In this game you are expected by questions on 3 subjects: planets, astronauts and constellations, and also 2 mini-games with
endless gameplay: "What planet is bigger?"and "Which planet is closer to the sun?". Choose the correct answer among the 4
options offered to pass the next level.
Features:

50+ levels
3 main themes and 2 mini-games with endless gameplay
Interesting soundtrack
Steam Achievements
Credits: This game was created using Clickteam Fusion 2.5! Music by Erwarda Savitnaag.
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Title: JQ: cosmos
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Snkl Studio
Publisher:
Snkl Studio
Franchise:
JQ
Release Date: 18 Apr, 2019

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU Dual Core
Memory: 1024 MB RAM
Graphics: 512 MB
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 110 MB available space

English,Russian
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Recommended.. best game on steam
shoutout to nemo, john, frog man & shio <3. decent for trading cards. Just jump... Not exactly my cup of tea, bat its not bad!
Nice little game :). This is a wonderfully heartrending game. The story pulls you right in. You want to help the boy “save” his
sister right from the start. I loved the graphics. I’m very familiar with Artifex Mundi games, so it only took me a short while to
figure out the game mechanics. I would highly recommend this game to those who enjoy hidden item puzzle games. The one
drawback is the price. I took my time and completed this game, in a few hours, in one sitting. I find it hard to reconcile the cost
of fifteen dollars for a few hours of gameplay. I recently completed another hidden item puzzle game (with 17+ hour average
game time), which is being sold for ten dollars. In my opinion, this game is over-priced for the playable hours. I have noticed
that this unfortunately seems to be a trend with the newer Artifex Mundi games: short play time with a high price. The overall
cost, though, is my only complaint, as the rest of the game is awesome and enjoyable.. Mmmmy Sharona
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\u30d0\u30a4\u30aa\u30cf\u30b6\u30fc\u30c94. I'd recommend for any tactics game fans, especially if you like old-school
Fire Emblem games since it feels a lot like that.
+Great tactics rpg gameplay, feels like old Fire Emblem
+Weapons and classes very reminiscent of Fire Emblem
+Several difficulty levels with options for permadeath or not
+Characters, lore, graphics all good for an SRPG Maker game
+Great value for the amount of content
-Like the Fire Emblem games, some characters are too underpowered
-No stage replays or way to reliably level up weak characters
-'Gold' amounts displayed on battle screen but no way to spend it, no store
-No weapon triangle \/ inherent weapon type strengths. Not worth the dollar. Not sure why this has such rave reviews. Its flash
game quality and the core gameplay is using mimics of your past gameplay to climb to new hights. This mechanic has been done
by several flash games already and this game doesnt do it very well. The shadow replays dont always follow the same patterns
and sometimes you get different outcomes of what they do from the same action This is pretty bad, and makes some of the later
puzzles near impossible.
Levels where you have to platform through a maze of invisible walls and platforms also make sme appearances and I dont see
how they could be fun for anyone. Though this game is marked as multiplayer, most of the game only has 1 character and the 2
player puzzles are all babyishly easy. DONT BUY THIS FOR MULTIPLAYER!
Calming music was ok. Other than that this game was a completely bad experience. You can also probablly clear the game in
less than an hour. I gave up after half an hour at which point I had 3 levels left to do. Any time I have logged past that was
probablly idling for trading cards. YAY IDLING FOR TRADING CARDS 10\/10! :-D. This review is about the core game
without DLCs (I will review them seperately).
For everyone who knows and likes Narcissu 1 & 2 I can shorten this review to: Get this! The new chapter is absolutely worth it!
For everyone else a few more words:
In this Anthology you get Narcissu 1 & 2 and a new chapter about Himeko, who is one of the main characters of Narcissu 2.
Narcissu 1 & 2 are aviable for free on steam, so if you are interessted in this one, just try them out and you will know if this is
something for you.
The new chapter takes place near the end of Narcissu 2 and is shorter than the previous main storys. The Quality of this piece is
just as high as the older parts. Nice drawings (but rare as always), atmospheric music and more than ever a really good and very
sad story. It blends in perfectly, you wont notice a difference in storytelling to the other parts. There are some moments where
the story will slap you in the face (in a "good" way). Even after, I dont know, several weeks or even months I get tingles down
my spine if I think back at the story.
So as I said, if you liked the previous titles, you will like this as well. Even if this story is relatively short compared to Narcissu 1
& 2, its still longer than a movie and compared to that, you get really good value.. i have a 1440p display. and the game has a lot
op trouble with scaling to this resolution . cant play it. Its a good game...but needs a LOT of improvement. Let me go through
the pros and cons:
Pro's:
fun gameplay
action packed
good-but short- missions
decent graphics-runs very well on a low level laptop or pc...i would know...
Con's
The 'ground' is nothing but a flat texture
small unit variety-both of friendly and hostile units (3 friendly types of ship-fighter, cruiser and heavy cruiser, 4 hostile ship
types-Heavy cruiser, cruiser, fighter and bomber)
up/down controls are inverted by default and cannot be changed (to my knowledge)
missions are too short
campaign...is WAY to short, consisting of only 8 missions
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little/no story
missiles occasionally phase through enemy ships
bug where if you swap from minigun to missiles while firing, missiles fire, but minigun firing sound is still active.
enemy fighters only use missiles to attack you and friendlies
enemy bombers literally have NO defence against you and rely solidly on their fighter cover...which have a hard time shooting
down a single alied fighter
Basically, well made game, and has the potential to become amazing, but needs a LOT of work to reach it's full potential.
To any that read this, I'd reccomend it. If the developers read it and are still working on it, youve done well-extremely well, but
please add more!
Thats all I have to say for now, sooo erm....bye. After you got thrown into the game without much information, you slowly but
surely become interested into the Story and want to find out, what caused the mess you find yourself in. The atmosphere and
voice acting are fitting and the comic cutscenes are pretty cool.
If you are searching for an unique Indiegame, that one could be for you.
. It will take too long to list all features of this outstanding work, so I'll just say that this is must-have if you like 80/90s games
and want to see it modernized to today's standart without losing the key atmosphere. Totally worth every penny.. What an
amazing experience! A well-written murder mystery, and even though this could possibly have been done as a "flat" game, VR
gives it an extra dose of immersion that makes it unlike anything I've seen. I would LOVE to see more experiences like this one
in the future.. so far it's a fun game , very grindy at times but because your army fights on its own i dont mind the grind. could
use some better tool tips at times and the crafting alot of guess work but over all not to bad . you do get blueprints as drops every
now and then . all in all its fun for the cost of it .
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